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Dermo disease of oysters caused by *Perkinsus marinus*

Original by Fred Kern. Revised and updated by Susan E. Ford.

**Susceptible species**

Primarily the eastern oyster, *Crassostrea virginica* (Gmelin), although it has been reported in the mangrove oyster *C. rhizophorae*, the pleasure oyster *C. corteziensis*, and the Pacific oyster, *C. gigas*.

**Disease name**

Dermo Disease

**Aetiological agent**

*Perkinsus marinus* (= *Labyrinthomyxa marina* = *Dermocystidium marinum*), currently classified as a member of the Phylum Apicomplexa; however, genetic sequencing places it closer to the dinoflagellates. Transmission is direct and the parasite can be culture *in vitro*.

**Geographical distribution**

Infected eastern oysters are found along the east coast of the USA from Maine to Florida; and along the Gulf coast of the United States, Mexico, and Venezuela. *P. marinus* has been identified on the Pacific coast of Mexico in the pleasure oyster and the Pacific oyster. Parasites thought to be *P. marinus* have been found in oysters from Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Cuba, Brazil, and Hawaii although significant mortalities have been reported only in Hawaii. Because the assay used exclusively for some of these identifications (Ray’s Fluid Thioglycollate) is not specific, some of the reported findings of *Perkinsus marinus* in molluscs other than eastern oysters may involve other Perkinsus species.

**Associated environmental conditions**

Prevalence has a pronounced seasonal cycle in the eastern oyster. Infections are acquired during the warm months of the year. Parasites proliferate *in vivo* most rapidly at water temperatures above 18°C and salinities greater than 15; however, experimental infections have been achieved at 10°C and 3. Mortalities usually begin as temperatures exceed 20°C and accelerate as they approach 25°C. Infection intensities decline over the winter and spring, most noticeably in northern areas, when the parasite may be difficult to detect using standard methods; however, it is likely that all oysters remain infected and that infections will intensify again with the onset of higher temperatures.
Significance

*Perkinsus marinus* causes reduction in growth and meat condition followed by mortality of susceptible infected oysters, although most deleterious effects do not occur until the second year of exposure. Mortalities may range from 5 to 30% during the first year of an epizootic, and total from 60 to 80% by the end of the second year. Chronic mortalities averaging 20 to 30% are common in enzootic waters. Disease epizootics were once largely restricted to a region from the lower Chesapeake Bay south along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the USA. Beginning in the mid to late 1980s, and coincident with a pronounced winter warming trend, disease outbreaks were reported as far north as southern Maine. The range extension resulted in severe and repeated oyster mortalities in the mid-Atlantic and New England, USA.

Light infections have little measurable impact on the host, but at an advanced stage they reduce feeding, growth and reproduction, leaving oysters weak and emaciated. Unicellular “meront or trophont” stages are often found inside haemocytes, where they survive, proliferate, and are distributed throughout the oyster. Multicellular stages containing “merozoites or trophozoites,” may also be intrahaemocytic. Early infections occur in the digestive tract, gills, palps, and mantle. Advanced infections are associated with diffuse systemic parasitism, pronounced haemocytosis, and tissue lysis.

A zoospore stage has been found after hypnospores produced in RFTM are placed in seawater, as well as during *in vitro* propagation. This stage has not been recognized in oyster tissues. All stages found in the oyster appear to be infective, as is the zoospore; however, the significance of the zoospore in the life cycle is currently unknown.

Gross clinical signs

Dermo disease cannot be diagnosed based on gross clinical signs.

Control measures and legislation

Oysters from an enzootic area should never be introduced to an area where the pathogen is absent. Maintaining oysters at reduced salinities (<15) should inhibit infection development and mortality. If final conditioning at higher salinity is needed for market, it should be done as late in the season as possible to avoid the acquisition and development of new infections. It generally takes two years after initial exposure before serious mortalities begin; therefore, uninfected hatchery-produced seed deployed in late summer can usually avoid serious infection through the following summer and can be harvested that fall with little or no mortality. Selective breeding has produced strains with some improvement in survival. Particle filtration (1-µm filters) and UV irradiation of water coming into or exiting hatcheries or nurseries can eliminate infective stages. Dermo disease is an OIE-notifiable disease.
Diagnostic methods

The standard assay involves incubation of tissues (typically rectum and a piece of mantle or gill) in Ray’s Fluid Thioglycollate Medium (RFTM) for 5–7 days at 20–25°C (which allows the parasites to enlarge, but not to proliferate), then mincing the tissues on a slide and adding Lugol’s Iodine. The enlarged cells, called “hypnospores” (which may be 100 to 300 microns in diameter) stain light-blue to blue-black and are observed microscopically. A total body burden assay, in which individual tissues or the entire oyster are incubated in RFTM then washed with NaOH to dissolve the host tissue, is more sensitive and accurate, but also more expensive and time consuming. Comparison of the two methods shows that the standard method does not detect infections until the parasite density is ≥10^3 to 10^4 gram⁻¹ wet weight of oyster tissue. Tissue section histology and RFTM incubation of hemolymph samples are less sensitive diagnostic techniques than standard RFTM incubation. The RFTM culture method detects all known species of Perkinsus; therefore it should not be used for diagnosis outside known ranges or hosts, or where more than one species is known to be prevalent. Both endpoint and quantitative PCR (polymerase chain reaction) assays are available for P. marinus; however, comparative assays have not always found them to be more sensitive than the RFTM assay.
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Figure 1. Tissue section showing *Perkinsus marinus* trophont (single-cell “signet ring” stage - long arrows) and early stage meronts with merozoites (double arrows). Phagocytic cells (arrowhead) have ingested some parasites. Scale bar = 5 μm.

Figure 2. Tissue section showing large, late-stage *P. marinus* meront containing many merozoites. Scale bar = 5 μm.

Figure 3. Tissue section showing condition known as “cuffing” of haemocytes around blood vessel (arrow) in mantle, which is typical of *P. marinus*-caused histopathology. Scale bar = 50 μm.

Figure 4. Enlarged *P. marinus* hypnospores scattered throughout tissue that has been incubated in Ray’s fluid thioglycollate medium (RFTM). Note “halo” of lysed tissue often observed around hypnospores. Scale bar = 100 μm.
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